In this study, flutter uncertainty analysis of an aircraft wing subjected to a thrust force is investigated using fuzzy method. The linear wing model contains bending and torsional flexibility and the engine is considered as a rigid external mass with thrust force. Peters' unsteady thin airfoil theory is used to model the aerodynamic loading. The aeroelastic governing equations are derived based on Hamilton's principle and converted to a set of ordinary differential equations using Galerkin method. In the flutter analysis, it is assumed that the wing static deflections do not have influence on the results. The wing bending and torsional rigidity, aerodynamic lift curve slope and air density are considered as uncertain parameters and modelled as triangle and trapezium membership functions. The eigenvalue problem with fuzzy input parameters is solved using fuzzy Taylor expansion method and a sensitivity analysis is performed. Also, the upper and lower bounds of flutter region at different -cuts are extracted. Results show that this method is a low-cost method with reasonable accuracy to estimate the flutter speed and frequency in the presence of uncertainties.
Introduction
Loading high thrust engines on aircraft wings is the common configuration of modern civil aircraft. The evaluation of the flutter instability for such aircraft wings has been a challenge for aeronautical engineering for many years. [1] [2] [3] Hodges et al. 4 investigated the effect of thrust on the flutter of a highaspect-ratio wing. They showed that high thrust force may lead to the wing instability at very low air speeds. Fazelzadeh et al. 5 and Mazidi et al. 6 presented a deterministic model for bending torsional flutter characteristic of a wing under follower force. They have studied the flutter of an aircraft wing carrying a powered engine and indicated the importance of the engine thrust on the flutter speed and frequency.
Aeroelasticity is an integral and major component of aircraft engineering design and manufacturing. The key airworthiness requirements for aircraft are all based on aeroelastic effects. Most of the current industry practices are based on deterministic aeroelastic analysis. However, aircraft operates in an uncertain environment. Moreover, the structural parameters of aircraft cannot be considered deterministic due to manufacturing variabilities. To this end, the use of non-deterministic aeroelastic analysis is of paramount importance. Generally, two approaches, namely probabilistic and non-probabilistic, are available for uncertainty modelling. Non-probabilistic methods have been preferred in recent years due to difficulty in obtaining probabilistic distribution of uncertain parameters. This difficulty is mainly due to lack of data that could be used to determine the statistical distribution of uncertain parameters. In this regard, Rao and Berke 7 investigated the modelling of uncertain structural systems using interval analysis. They represented each uncertain input parameter as an interval variable. Muhanna and Mullen 8 presented a non-traditional uncertainty treatment for mechanics problems. In their work uncertainties are introduced as bounded possible values (intervals). Qiu and Wang 9 presented the non-probabilistic interval analysis method for the dynamical response of structures with uncertain-but-bounded parameters. Qiu 10 used convex models and interval analysis method to predict the effect of uncertain-but-bounded parameters on the buckling of composite structures. Muhanna et al. 11 presented an interval approach for the treatment of parameter uncertainty for linear static problems of mechanics. They combined interval analysis and finite element methods to analyse the system response due to uncertain stiffness and loading. Yun and Han 12 studied the influences of uncertainty parameters on the flutter speed of a wing. The uncertain parameters were described by interval numbers. They found the upper and lower bound of flutter speed using first-order Taylor series expansion. They have only studied the structural parameters and other parameters such as geometric, aerodynamic and loading have not been mentioned in their work. Sarkar et al. 13 investigated the problem of robust stability of a 2D non-linear aeroelastic system with structural and aerodynamic uncertainties using -method and value set approach.
Xiaojun and Zhiping 14 studied the effect of system parametric uncertainty on the stall flutter bifurcation behaviour of a pitching airfoil. Khodaparast et al. 15 investigated the problem of linear flutter analysis in the presence of structural uncertainty. Danowsky et al. 16 investigated three different methods (Monte Carlo, DOE/RSM and analysis) for uncertainty analysis of an aeroelastic wing model. Badcock et al. 17 reviewed the use of eigenvalue stability analysis of very large dimension aeroelastic numerical models arising from the exploitation of computational fluid dynamics. Yang et al. 18 proposed an interval-based method for dynamic analysis of structures with uncertain parameters using Laplace transform. Muscolino and Sofi 19 proposed a stochastic analysis of linear structures, with slight variations of the structural parameters, subjected to zero-mean Gaussian random excitations. The uncertain-but-bounded parameters are modelled as interval variables. Gu et al. 20 formulated robust flutter analysis as a non-linear programming problem. In their work, the worst-case parametric perturbations and the robust flutter solution are solved by genetic algorithm optimization approach. Song et al. 21 presented an uncertain aeroelastic model of the 3D advanced aircraft wing system operating in subsonic compressible Fow Eeld and controlled its vibration using sliding mode observer. Sofi et al. 22 evaluated the lower and upper bound of the natural frequencies of structures with uncertainbut-bounded parameters. They applied the improved interval analysis via extra unitary interval. Mannini and Bartoli 23 presented a method to approach Futter instability in a probabilistic way and calculated the critical wind speed, starting from the probability distribution of the Futter derivatives. Abbas 27 developed a framework of effective robust design optimization to design the high-performance transonic high-lift natural laminar flow airfoil at low Reynolds numbers. They used polynomial chaos expansion method for uncertainty quantification and show that this method has less computational cost when compared to Monte Carlo simulation.
Some researchers used fuzzy approach for uncertainty modelling and propagation. This method is a non-probabilistic method and computationally is low cost compared to probabilistic methods. 28 Chiang et al. 29 studied the response of structures with uncertainty properties such as mass, stiffness and damping. They modelled system with fuzzy and random uncertainties. Massa et al. 30 presented a fuzzy methodology to calculate the eigenvector and eigenvalue of a mechanical structure defined by imprecise parameters. They described material and geometric parameters as imprecise fuzzy numbers. Damping and other non-conservative parameters were not considered in their work. De Gersem et al. 31 examined the interval and fuzzy finite element method for the eigenvalue and frequency response function analysis of structures with uncertain parameters. They combined non-probabilistic methods with the component mode synthesis technique in order to reduce the calculation time. Tartaruga et al. 32 used probabilistic and non-probabilistic approaches to predict the flutter dynamic pressure of a semi-span supersonic wind tunnel model. Khodaparast et al. 33 presented the application of the fuzzy finite element model updating to the DLR AIRMOD structure. In their work, the histogram of measured data attributed to the uncertainty of the structural components in terms of mass and stiffness is utilized to obtain the membership function of the chosen fuzzy outputs and to determine the updated membership function of the uncertain input parameters represented by fuzzy variables.
According to the best of the authors' knowledge, in the pertinent literature, aeroelastic analysis of wings subjected to thrust force under all type of uncertainties containing structural and aerodynamic design parameters using fuzzy approach has not yet been presented. This study intends to fill the gap in the knowledge associated with this problem. In this paper, parameter sensitivity with various orders of magnitudes is carried out for different airspeeds. Furthermore, modal damping versus airspeed diagrams, at different -cuts, are presented.
Problem statement
The aircraft wing subjected to a powered engine, shown in Figure 1 , is considered. The undeformed shape of the wing is shown in Figure 1 (a) and the typical section of the wing is shown in Figure 1 (b). The distance of the engine from the wing root is determined by (x e , y e , z e ). AE, AC, c gw and c gs are the wing elastic axis, the wing aerodynamic centre, the wing centre of gravity and the engine centre of gravity, respectively.
The structural model of the wing contains bending and torsional flexibility. After the wing deformation, the shear centre of the cross-section located at x is displaced by an amount of w in z direction. Additionally, the angle of twist of the cross-section changes to about the x-axis. Aerodynamic pressure loading based on finite state unsteady thin airfoil theory is also applied on this model. Torsional and bending rigidity, lift curve slope and air density are considered as fuzzy uncertain parameters in the model. These uncertain parameters are modelled as fuzzy membership functions.
Governing equation
The equations of motion and boundary conditions are developed by Hamilton's principle as
where U and T w are strain and kinetic energy of the wing and T e is the kinetic energy of the engine. W f and W a are works done by thrust force and aerodynamic forces, respectively. The final equations of motion are derived by extending the above equation
:
Peters et al.'s 34 finite state unsteady aerodynamic model is used to simulate aerodynamic forces
where l 0 ¼ P 1 n¼1 b n l n is the induced flow velocity, calculated through a system of n first-order coupled differential equations. 35 
Solution approach for deterministic model
Due to the complexity of the governing equations, an approximate solution methodology should be used to solve them. Galerkin method is a simple and accurate choice for solving these equations. In this method, the wing bending and torsion are expressed as the following series
where j ðtÞ and j ðtÞ are the time-dependent modal coordinates and W j x ð Þ and Â j x ð Þ are the bending and torsional trial functions. n w and n are the number of trial functions used for representation of w and , respectively. By using suitable family of orthogonal functions for w and , substituting equation (7) in equations (2) and (3), and applying the Galerkin procedure results in discrete equations of motion as follows 
After solving above eigenvalue problem, the modal damping and frequency at different airspeeds are obtained.
Modelling uncertainty with fuzzy approach
In this section, the uncertain parameters are modelled using fuzzy expansion approach. 30 The eigenvalue problem of equation (8) can be described as
where l j is the jth eigenvalue, q j is the jth eigenvector, n w is the number of bending modes, n is the number of torsional modes and n l is the number of induced flow states. It is assumed that the bending and torsional rigidity, lift curve slope and air density are not deterministic parameters. Because these parameters are imprecise they are modelled by fuzzy numbers. Each fuzzy value is represented as a fuzzy triangle and trapezium membership function shown, respectively, in Figure 2 (a) and (b) and as
c is a nominal or crisp value and Á is the variation associated to each -cut. According to Figure 2 , an -cut of the membership function is the set of all such that ð Þ is greater than or equal to . For each -cut
In which and are minimum and maximum values of fuzzy parameter for a given -cut, respectively. The membership function is discretized by different intervals which are linked to an -cut ranging from 0 to 1.
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In the presence of m fuzzy parameters, the eigenvalue problem can be rewritten as
-cut method is an approach for solving this type of eigenvalue problems. 36 In this method, the fuzzy membership function is discretized to different intervals using -level cut concept. For each -level cut the eigenvalue problem is solved with the Neumann series of first-order perturbation method.
In this paper, to solve the flutter uncertain problem, the Taylor series expansion is used to determine the crisp value (TSEC). TSEC is a method that evaluates the derivatives of crisp values of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors with respect to fuzzy parameters. In this method, the fuzzy eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined as
where
The above equation also demonstrates the sensitivity of eigenvalues with respect to parameter i . For modelling the uncertainty in the flutter problem, the fuzzy parameter should be determined, primarily. e EI, f GJ,, g C L ,P are considered as uncertain parameters of the wing. The bending and torsional rigidity e EI and f GJ are structural uncertain parameters and the air density is an aerodynamic uncertain parameter which varies with the aircraft flight altitude. Also, the wing lift curve slope g C L and the engine thrust are other uncertain parameters. These parameters are modelled using the triangle and trapezium fuzzy membership function as shown in Figure 2 . After modelling the uncertain parameters, the final equation for fuzzy eigenvalue problem is determined as
The mentioned procedure is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Numerical results

Validation of deterministic problem
Related data for the wing which is used here are given in Table 1 . As stated in the previous section, the solution to deterministic problem through the Galerkin method is sought by using a numerical integration scheme. Clearly, increasing the number of modes assure the accuracy of results. But, in addition to this fact the computational effort should be kept from being overly burdensome. So, one should use optimized number of modes to get both accuracy and ease of computing together. In this work, the number of modes is increased until convergence is obtained. Therefore, to get both accuracy and ease of computing together, two modes are selected for bending and torsion. By considering two bending modes in w direction, two torsion modes and two aerodynamic states in Galerkin procedure, equations (2) and (3) will be converted to a set of first-order coupled ordinary differential equations.
The following dimensionless parameters are used in this study 
It should be noted that static deflections of the wing at severe conditions of non-dimensional parameters used for the paper remain within the linear model assumption. As shown in Figure 4 , flutter boundary results are compared with previous published studies, such as Hodges et al. 4 and Fazelzadeh et al. 5 and good agreement is observed. Only at high values of the thrust some differences take place between the results and those obtained by Hodges et al. This may come from the fact that the Galerkin method is used here instead of the finite element method, which was used by them in solution procedure. This validation is performed to determine the accuracy of the current aeroelastic governing equations and the solution methodology in the presence of engine thrust.
Furthermore, the flutter boundary of the deterministic model of a wing with an external mass also is compared with previous published papers, in Table 2 , and good agreement is observed.
Investigating flutter under uncertainty
In this section, the flutter analysis with uncertain parameters is investigated. The values of uncertain parameters are specified in Tables 3 and 4 .
The sensitivity analysis of the system eigenvalues with respect to above parameters (EI, CJ, and C L ) at different air speeds with dimensionless trust force P ¼ 4.5 is shown in Figure 5 . Because the order of sensitivity magnitudes is very different, the y-axis is shown in logarithmic scale. This figure shows that the sensitivity to air density and lift curve slope is much larger than the sensitivity to geometric and structural parameters. As expected, this result shows that the air density and lift curve slope have significant impact on the wing flutter phenomenon.
Since the parameter sensitivity analysis at the flutter boundary is more important, the dimensionless sensitivity with respect to above parameters (EI, GJ, and C L ) near flutter speed for different dimensionless thrust forces is shown in Figure 6 in logarithmic scale. The figure shows that the variation of bending rigidity has less effect on the wing flutter speed compared to the other parameters. The sensitivity analysis shows that the variation of lift curve slope has significant effect on the flutter speed. With increasing thrust force, the sensitivity of studied parameters increases. In the absence of thrust force, the aerodynamic uncertainty has great impact on flutter, but in the presence of thrust force, impact of the structural uncertainty on flutter boundary grows.
The modal damping versus air speed for uncertain triangle fuzzy parameters at -cut ¼ 0 (largest interval) and -cut ¼ 0.5 for different dimensionless thrust force P is shown in Figure 7 . This figure shows the modal damping of the wing first bending mode and first torsion mode. In Figure 7 the effect of thrust force at zero -cut is illustrated. It can be seen that increasing the thrust force will decrease the flutter speed. Furthermore, increasing the thrust force tightens the flutter speed range due to uncertainties. These results are repeated for ¼ 0.5 that is shown in Figure 7 (c) and (d) and the same conclusion is also drawn in this case.
The first bending mode modal damping versus airspeed at different -cuts and also different dimensionless thrust forces is shown in Figure 8 . In this figure, the flutter boundary range can be seen in a triangle fuzzy mountain shape. For each value of the thrust force and in every -cut section, the upper and lower bounds of the flutter speed can be extracted from this figure.
The dimensionless flutter speed versus thrust force for uncertain triangle fuzzy parameters for different -cuts is shown in Figure 9 . The varies between 0 (largest interval, Figure 9 (a)) and 1 (deterministic model, Figure 9(d) ). It can be seen that increasing the thrust force and will tighten the flutter region.
The 3D figure of the flutter speed versus thrust force at different -cuts is shown in Figure 10 . In this figure, the flutter region can be seen as a fuzzy mountain shape. For each value of , the upper and lower bounds of flutter stability region can be extracted from this figure. As it is expected, the flutter region is similar to input membership functions. Figures 11 and 12 indicate the dimensionless flutter speed versus thrust force for different -cuts in the case that uncertain parameters have been chosen as trapezium fuzzy functions. As expected the flutter region in Figure 12 is similar to input membership functions and for each value of , the upper and lower bounds of flutter stability region can be extracted from this figure. Figure 13 demonstrates the effects of each parameter uncertainty with triangle membership function on the stability region of the wing. Results show that although by increasing the thrust force, effects of the wing bending rigidity increase, but in general the impact of bending rigidity uncertainty on flutter boundary is low. Figure 13(b) shows that uncertainty in the wing torsional rigidity can considerably influence the flutter boundary for all thrust forces. Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 13 (c) and (d) that increasing the thrust force will decrease the effects of lift curve slope and air density uncertainties on the flutter boundary. It means that changes in altitude and wind conditions which leads to changes in aerodynamic parameters at low thrust conditions may change the flutter boundary, dramatically.
The dimensionless flutter speed versus dimensionless engine position with uncertain triangle fuzzy parameters for different -cuts is shown in Figure 14 . In this simulation varies between 0 and 1. It can be seen that with increasing the engine position the flutter speed is decreased. In this figure the stability flutter region is also shown. Figure 15 demonstrates the three-dimensionality of the dimensionless flutter speed versus dimensionless engine position with triangle membership function for different -cuts. The figure shows that by increasing the bound of input parameters, the flutter boundary gets away from the original triangular shape, especially when the engine position is close to the tip of the wing. 
Conclusion
Uncertainty analysis of the aircraft wing flutter predictions using fuzzy method is investigated. The wing model contains structural and aerodynamic uncertainties. These uncertain parameters are modelled as triangle and trapezium fuzzy membership functions and the -cut method was employed to solve this fuzzy eigenvalue problem. Sensitivity and flutter analysis is carried out to identify the most influential parameters of the structure and aerodynamic models. Simulation results indicate that sensitivity to air density and lift curve slope is much larger than the sensitivity to geometric and structural parameters. In general, increasing the thrust force decreases the effects of lift curve slope and air density uncertainties on the flutter boundary. Furthermore, results show that although by increasing the thrust force, effects of the wing bending rigidity increase, but in general the impact of bending rigidity uncertainty on flutter boundary is low.
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